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Most Popular Football Player?
Choice Remains· ·with Fans

BALLOTING
At Homecoming Game
"News" Sponsors Annual Contest; Any Rooter At Denison
Fracas Ellgible to Vote.

CLASS OF '29 REUNION
To Be Held Durlng Homecoming Week
-Faculty lllember to Make Address.
Dr. James J. Young, department of
English, 'st. Xavier College, has ac·
cepted the Invitation to speak at the
first reunion dinner of the class of
1929, to be held at the Hotel Alms,
6 p. m., Saturday, November 23.
Paul D. Caln, permanent class secretary w111 act as toastmaste1· at the
dinner and Introduce various speakers.
A full program of entertainment wlll
follow the speeches.·
The members of the class will sit In
a special section of the St. Xavier stadium at the Denison Unlverslty-Musketee1· game whlch Is the feature attraction of the Homecoming and Dedication Day program. Members of the
class are Included In the committees
mallaglng various affairs In conjunction with the day's program.
Rev. Hubert F. Brockman, S. J., college presidellt, has expressed hls special npproval of the reunion, and has
llldlcnted that If his activities will
permit he will be ln attendance nt the
aITnir.
Th~ committee ill cha1·g:c includes
Paul D. Caln, E. Wirt Russell, Richard
D. Downing, Thomas J, Hughes and
Ted G. Schmidt. Reservations for the
dinner or for game tickets Ill the special section should be forwarded to
Paul D. Caln, 3607 Marburg avenue.

Fans! It's up to you. Who, In your
stlmatlon, Is the most popular football player on the Musketeer squad?
• The choice remains with you. You will
iave the final say so. You've t>robably
een several ga!nes at Corcoran Field
his year and as soon as you read this
announcement you'll have you1· minds
made up. Hc1·e you have the Inside
nformatlon given to you In a llutshell.
In former years it was the custom
o hold an annual popularity contest
among the studellts of the Liberal Arts
College alolle, to detormlne among
other thlngs who the most popular
ootball, hero was. The "Xaverlan
News" staff has always been the official
ponsor of the contest and this year
he method of voting has been changed
o permit the large body of rooters,
who loyally stick to the team, to have
their say so In the choice of a winner.
Next week's Homecomin~ Edition of the
'News" will be enlarged to elght pages
and w111 be distributed nt the Denison
game on Saturday afternoon, November 23. The ballot to be used ill making your selection w111 appear In the
paper on the third page. Tear out the
slip, mnrk your man's name on it and
--hand It to the person collecting the
Oglethorpe University of Atlanta,
ballots during the half or deposit It Georgia, will furnish the fireworks at
in the ballot-box .on the,.first floor. of Corcoran Field· this · Saturday.· . The'
the Union House.
Stormy Petrels have been having a
The qualifications determining your rather successful season. It will be
vote arc to be decided by you alone.
1
The girls, of course, have theb· favor- ~~~; :~ t1~~\~~~{ t~~f~:~!;~~n°~~~
ites, YES or NO, and all the fine dis- played at Atlanta several weeks ·ago.
tinctions drawn up by the committee The University of Georgia also went
would not change their sentiment one down before the hard rushing Southbit. The kids have their Individual erners and hereby history could be In
hero alld will brook no campaigning the making. For Georgia journeyed to.
on the part of any rival contestant. New Haven and handed the surprised
Mothers and fathers, sisters and broth· Yale eleven a neat pasting and Yale In
ers, professors and students all have turn gave the Army boys a taste of the
thelr favorites to vote for. The player Old Ell medicine. You can draw your
ecelvlng the highest numbet• of votes own conclusions If Oglethorpe entrains
will be given a suitable prize through Saturday night with a loss chalked up
the courtesy of the "Xaverian News". on the ledger of the Atlanta school. If
The choice of the fans wm be an- given time enoug hwe may be able to
nounced In the Thanksgiving edition .find conclusive Information showing
of this paper and, If possible, the win- that the Musketeers rate hlgher than
ner wlll dellver a brief address of Notre Dame--0n paper only.
thanks thru the loud speakers at the
half of the Turkey Day game.
So start to campaign for your man
NOW. The contest Is but one week
distant. Get busy and see to It that
YOUR man wins the popularity contest.

··------

NEXT VICTIM?.

Oglethorpe Brings Strong Team
To Corcoran Field
s'aturday

0

-------

DAYTON GAME BRIEFS
The game with Dayton University
was the first football game played with
the Gem City boys slnce 1922. Contracts for all sports have been signed
between the Musketeers and Dayton
and a wholesome rivalry Is sure to result from the annual meeting of the
two schools. Last spring Dayton's
baseball team defeated the St. Xavier
nine, thus partly avenging the two
basketball defeats sustained last winter.
Between the halves Governor Cooper
came to the press box and delivered a
brief address over the public address
system: Governor Cooper said:
"It Is a pleasure for me to attend
this football game and to participate In
the thrills that It offers. I believe that
there Is not a spectator who Is enjoying the game any more than I am.
"College football Is a great insplra•
tlon and means much to the educational Institutions of our country. Through
the medium; of the enthusiasm developed for this sport there Is attracted
an Interest In our educational Institutions that perhaps would not In any
other way, be as far-reaching or as
popular.
"It Is Indeed a great pleasure tor me,
to attend this game, at the ccincluslon
of which I shall present the Governor's
Cup. May the best team win."
When the band was about to march
down the field at the beginning of the
Governor's speech a hurry-up call to
stop the parade was broadcast through
the loud speakers, summoning . Lou
Hellebusch, St. Xavier's Butter Ball
cheer leader; Lou reports that, In fear
and trembling, he thought It was the
Angel Gabriel summoning him to his
unjust reward.
Denison, the. Homecoming Week opponent, furnished a battering target for
Ohlo Unlverslt:Y.. bone crushers. The
oreen and White ticked off 50 points
In contrast to a beautiful ostrich egg
tor the Granville track men. Most of
the running was the chasing of Ohio
men over the goal line.

YOUR FAULT!
Affixing of War Guilt Causes
Warm Discussion in Monday's Debate.
By Francis Vaughn
The subject of Monday's debate in
the PhUopedlan Society meeting was
"Resolved: That The War GuUt
Clause in the Versa111cs Treaty be Removed". B. H. Fischer and Henry
Heister constituted the Affirmative
whlle George Johnson and Charles
Hogan were on the Negative side. The
last named speaker volunteered to take
the place of an absent debater. The
Critic Judge was Mr. Albert Worst '30,
Chail'rn;an of the Committee on De-·
bates.
The Affirmative stressed three
points· first, that the' war was not
caused. by Germany's aggressiveness;
secondly, that the war gullt clause ls
Illegitimate because its acceptance was
forced on Germany with violence;
thirdly, that the clause should be i·emoved even. if Germany did start the
war. Mr. Fischer claimed that the
assassination of the Crown P1·!11ce of
Austria, the Austrian declaration of
war on Serbia and the general mobll!zatlon of Russia were the direct causes of the war. He also quoted author!ties on Inter-National Law In France
who maintain that the clause is unlawful. Mr. Heister held that such a
clause ls detrimental to world peace
inasmuch as It stlrs up national hatred and ts not at all ln accordance
with the spirit of peace conferences.
He pointed out that, according to the
German version of the Versa1lles Treaty, Germany Is held morally respons1·
ble for starting the war whereas accot•dlng to the English translation she
Is only legally responsible.
Mr. Johnson of the Negative stated
that unless Germany admitted that
she was the cause of the war the Allies
cottllt''rtut'·collect- war Indemnity from
her. Thls spealrnr considered Germany
the cause of the war because she

~~;:e:":e :::::f~i·~;:u:~~~tE~r~~~
dlfficultles. In 1914 Ge1·many was controlled by a mllltary party; she was
burdened economically by overproduction and hence, according to M1'.
Johnson, she had to expand. Mr. Hogan argued that because Germany had
been beaten by the diplomacy of other
nations, she built up a large armament
and resorted to war 011 slight provocatlon. He went further to say that the
Invasion of Belgium was sufficient to
justify the clause whlch should remain
as a lesson to belllgemnt nations.
The Negative won the Judge's declslon and Mr. Johnson was named
best speaker.
-

James J. Grogan Chosen
Alumni Prexy For 1930
Members Urged To Co-operate By
President of College.

At the annual election of the St. , roster. I wish I could Impress upon
Xavier Alumni Association held last you sufficiently the increased Initiative
Wednesday evening, James J. Grogan and power that will come from gatherof the class of 1908 was elected pres!- Ing Into the fold these many capable
dent !or the year 1930. Mr. Gl'Ogan /men. If our present membership has
succeeds Morgan J. W1111ams who achieved so much for the College, what
served In the capacity of president this may we not expect fl'Om this new. acyear. Other officers elected Include cretlon? There are not a few progresLawrence H. Kyte, Vice-President; Dr. slve and efficient alumni who are not
Wm. H. Wenning, James A. Sebastian!, In our Association.
Fred. E. Mackentepe, William E. Fox,
Beyond the Immediate functioning
Clarence J. Sp1·aul, George H. Ver- of the Association, there is the larger
kamp and Paul D. Caln, Honorary field of active devotion to Alma Mater
Vice-Presidents; Nicholas E. Brown, herself. We have come to the time
Flnanclal Secretary; Joseph O'Meara, when your College has taken Its rightJr., Recording Secretary; Phll. J. Ken- ful place In the life of this community.
nedy, Treasurer; Joseph B. Glgandet, I need not recoun~,the days of effort
and sacrifice, nor trace for you the
Historian.
The Executive Committee Is com· processes, which have brought the Colposed of Henry B. Bunker, Anthony B. lege Into Its prnsent prominence and
Dunlap, J. Paul Geoghan, Edward c. Influence. These have been retold on
Moorman, Paul K. Moorman, Edwin G. many occasions and again by the
Schmidt and Morgan w. W1111ams. All speakers this evening. The present Is•
the new officers will assume their du- sue is to maintain this positive accomtles Oil January 1 of next year.
pllshment and to push on to the ful•
Rev. Hubert F. Brockman, S. J., fil!ment of our further alms.
The Influence and fame of your Al·
President of the College, addressed the
ma Mater has, In recent years, adgathering. Father Brockman said:
vanced beyond the confines of this
Heartiest congratulations and a community. During the past several
Godspeed to the newly elected officers years, students have come to us from
ot the Alumni Association. They have ten or more states. This feature of our
been charged by the Association with growth recalls the historic days at St.
a serious duty and responsibility which Xavier, a time when there were very
will make substantial demands on few colleges In this part of the country
their time and energy.
and young men from distant parts reTheir Immediate sphere of action Is ceived their education. within the walls
the direction of activities of the Asso- of St. Xavier, who came from st.
ciation Itself, to carry on the enter- Louis, Memphis, New Orleans, and
prises so well begun and fostered by from a dozen states In the South and
their predecessors In omce. These In· Southwest. Many family names hon-·
elude the annual public lecture course, ored in the history of our country and
a banquet, the promotion of. class re- In the history of our city were found
unions and Homecoming, membership on the registers of Alma Mater. we
campaigns, and the various enterprises see In the large number of out-of-town
for the expansion of the College.
students a return of those brilliant
I should like to suggest that there Is days of the past. As these men gradan Immediate need of securing a Iarg· uate from St. Xavier, they carry the
er membership and of (lttractlng , to torch of truth and learning and civic
the body of the Asaoclatlon th011e nu· leadership Into their own communities
merous alumni who are not on the to the great honor of our College.

Dean's
Letter
--,

By Rev. Daniel _M. .jo•connell, s. J.

I ran across soine interesting
paragraphs recently in The Freshman Manual, p.:.blished. at Ohio
State University, Columbus. The
following paragraph 'fs called
"Your Working Week":
"When you ml)ke out your
time schedule, you should consider getting control of about 5 0
hours a week-a ~ormal student
working load.
f\ccording to
your course, you will find from
approximately 20 to 30 of these
hours definitely 1scheduled on
your class card.
You have left,
·

therefore, from 20 :to 30 hours to
direct yourself.
: You will observe that the sche.dules begin at
h
• I k
h
eig t o c oc in t e morning and
run through until ten o'clock
each evening, except Friday, Satd
d S d
y
ur ay an
un af'
. ou are
expected, of course, to nse at a
reasonable hour, for you should
.. .
meet promptly. the obhgat10ns of
the first morning hour of your
working day. Whether you have
a class or not this hour, you
ought to start work.
The hour
from twelve to one has been left
ope for lunch the hour f
n
•
.
s r?m
five t~ seven for active r,ecreallon·
and dmner.
The:evenmg hours
from seven to ten have been re·
served for study;
You should
make every effort 'to begin your
evening work promptly so that
you can go to bed at a regular
h
M
t d t f · tt
our.
any ,• u en s fl er away
the seven o clock ~our ~nd are
forced to cut down on their sleep.
Whenever possible1 use Saturday
morning from· ei~lit"to twelve for
"catch up" work and personal
business.
Regard your college
work as .Yo~. would any business
undertaking.
.
,.
This o~e is entitled ,. If You
Are Workmg Your Way :
"In the schedules which have
been included here the sugges·
lions have been made on the assumption that you will be able to
.
f II fme
and undivided at·
1
giv': u
.
.
tenhon to your university. work.
If you have to work outside for
money part of the time, your
plans require special and careful
adjustment.
When you are
working your way, you are burning your candle at both ends, and
will wear yourself out if you at·
tempt too much college work.
Make up your mind to stay five
years if necessary or to attend in
the summer.
It is hazardous to
attempt to carry a full schedule
until you have carefully studied
the whole situation and become
familiar with the requirements of
college life.
Slighting work,
losing sleep, and failing to get the
proper amount of physical exercise are not conducive to the best
results from college.
Do not attempt too 'much work if you
would do yourself justice in what"
ever courses you take.
One frequent sign of overwork is feeling
tired habitually when you wake
in the morning.
If you always
waken feeling too tired to get
out of bed, you should recognize
this as a danger sign and slow
down on some of your activities.
The same thing applies if you find
yourself rapidly losing weight at
the rate, say, of a pound a week
or more.
In either case, s~e a
doctor.
"Don't Loaf on Your Job" is
the title ·of the following:
"If you spend less than 25
hou;s per week in studying out·
side of class you are underwork·
ing and cheating no one but yourself, · Underworking makes one
lazy and shiftless; don't get bad
habits because of underwork. If
you can prepare your lessons acceptably in less than 25 hours of
study, take a heavier schedule, or
else improve the quality of the
work you are taking.
The habit
of working at low pressure will
not get you anywhere either in
college or in life."

R. I. P.

1.'h~ "XaverJan News" extends the
sympathy of the faculty and students to the family and relatlveii of
Mr. Michael Walton, father of John
Walton, Sophomore. Mr. Walton
passed away Ii.st week. The cu•
tomary will. be eald for the
ftpoH of liJa IOuL

PRICE Sc
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Governor'sCupGoes T oDayton;
Flyers Inflict Second Reverse
HOW'S THINGS?
·MUSKETEERS
Flyers And Musketeers
Friendly Enemies From Now On;
Reign of Did Fashioned
Harmony Begun.

rejoiced In the development. The
school Itself has mensmecl up In every
way to the dcmnnds ns well ns to the
hopes of energetic Cnthollc educntlon.
" I sincerely congratulate the alumnl
of the University of Dayton and lts
enterprising President. You will go
far tc:i fiiict, in inspirational and execuM
tlve ablllty, the equal of Father Bet··
nard O'Rellly. There Is a special satisfaction to me In the association of.
our schools.
IL ls a principle In education, founded
In good theory and In experience, that
the student body of a school develops
more rapidly and In a surer way by
having contacts with those who arc
superior to them. A good football team
wlll not gain so much by playing with
teams of equal nbillty. They 11·ll1 gain
less by playing against Inferior teams;
but their advance In the knowledge and
playing of the gnme grows tremendously by contests with teams more or less
superior to them. The principle finds
appJlcnLion in mental and moral
growt.h. I would rat.her have 1ny stuclcnts match their lntcltcctual wlt with
t.110sc who are better Lhnn with Lhose
who are equal or inferior in talent..
1f they have assoclntlon uncl contact.
wlth the better there is dlstinctlvc and
immediate gain. You can sec it. We
hnprovc our culture nnd learning by
nssoclution with those who are inorc
cultured and learned.
Let us have, In our athletic affiliation, the best possible contests, great
contests. Let us show the best we have
ln the science of the game, the utmost
iatrness, justice and a fine charity.
Often such resolves arc more necessary
for the followers. of the teams than
they are for the players themselves.
The estnbllshment of the Governor's
Cup Is a fine thought on the part of

At the banquet held Saturday evening following the Dayton-st. Xavier
football game President Hubert F.
Brnclmian expressed hls gratification
·und that of the faculty at the reopening of athletic relations between
the two schools. Father Brockman, in
speaking ot,. the friendly rlvulry between the Institutions. said:
Thls Is a day of sincere gratification;
not because of the score ln the football game. ewe are not congratulating
ourselves on being defeated.) It Is a
day of sincere gratification because the
football game was played, or rather
because of what the playing of t11c
game lndlcn.tes. It is one thing for
college ·faculties to get along together.
It is qulte a different thing with students, old boys, alumni and followers
of different educational Institutions.
The alumnl and student code of loyalty
to Alma Mater, as opposed to the other
Alma Mater, Is also a different thing-'
sometimes. The cxactiClns of the code
not seldom keep the gray-haired colJege prex:Y guessing and planning and
shifting In his official chair.
The membe1·s of the Little Scorpions
Club have their accepted code of honor ~!~p!·~ce~~:~· d,:;~v~~n~;d,1!,r~:;s a:~
and morale In regard to their own dear thorlty laid aside the cares of State to
mothers, just as Mickey Maguire and place Immortal laurel upon the brow

~~~er:~~;i~e~~~d~:s~ r.~~~~a~a~:c:a~:~: · of

maturing youtl1 because of profied me In my honor," said Falstaff, ciency and high virtue exhibited In
athletic contests. For, such exhibition
challnnged In his blustering narrntlves. disclosed the quality of physical vigor
Today Is a day of sincere gratlfica- and moral worth to be found In the
tlon because It heralds the fUslon and youthful contestants. It was believed
fraternal union of the followers of that such rewards of physical valor
both our schools. The football game and noble virtue paved the way to a
and the agreement to contest ln other fuller service to the State.
athletic games Is gratifying because
With a sensible regard for the place
they Insure the perpetuity of thls much which intercollegiate football holds In
desired achievement.· I congratulate the development of sportsmanship, rethe alumni groups and the athletic spect for the rights and privileges of
committees nnd all who have helped opponents, self-restraint and selfmnste1·y, and other virlle and forthto attain thls objective.
! welcome this opportunity to glve right virtues whlch belong to a great
expression. to what has long been in citizenship, Governor Cooper establishmy mind regarding Davton University. , ed thls prize. I should feel that the
The Brothers of Mary have a long and prize were entirely out ~f place, If It
honoral.tle tradition as teachers. The proclaimed In' any way, either In the
old St. Ma1·y's Institute of Dayton Governor's mind or in I.he faculties of
served the cause of education long the two schools here present, the enand well. The weakness of an ancient thronement of football or any other
Institution Is likely to be an lncrusta- form of college sport over proficiency
tlon in cnstom and tradition that stales in academic and sclentlfic studies. On·
Its energies. Not so Dayton with lts the contrary, a sane and sensible apv!gorous faculty of the Society of Mary. prec!atlon of the advantages of InterThe University of Dayton stt·ateglcally college athletics has Inspired the essituated, the leading educational Inst!- tabllshment of the Governor's Cup. It
tutlon, In a thriving city, felt the glow ls not a sanction'. of athletic hysteria.
of opportunity and reallzed In a very
It behooves us to make full use of
short period of time an ambition that the potent good to be found In the
Is the envy of many another college athletic movement In our country, diand university. Its growth from a rectlng it to the sole purpose of our
strugg!lng college to a successful uni- educational Institutions-the producverslty Is a bright page In the history tlon of trained, capable and God-fearof achievement In Ohio. Cathol!cs have Ing citizens.

Biology Building Formally
Opened Last Saturday
Visitors Express Admiration of New
Structure-Program Well Attended
The Inclement weather of last Sunday kept many people from attending
the Biology Bulldlng dedication elCerclses. The large crowd that was present found much to admire In the new
structure and In the other buildings on
the campus. Archbishop John T. McNlcholas o. P. was unable to be present owing to ofllclal duties but In his
stead he delegated the Right Reverend
Monsignor D. A. Buckley P. A., V. G.
The Rev. Austin G. Schmidt s. J.,
Dean of th"' Graduate School of Loyola University, Chicago, Ill., delivered
the sermon at the Mass In the morning. Touching upon Jesuit education
he remarked:
"Enemies may misunderstand and
misrepresent the purpose and spirit of
Jesuit colleges, but the most Implacable
enemy has never dared to deny that
they were great. No other wellspring
ted so constant and so pure a flow In·
to the stream of European Ille and
thought. No other one barrier did
more to control Its direction In the
cause of probity and civil service. No
other one organization gave to the
Church and nation more scholars
whose achievements In · the arts and
sciences enriched and bettered human
life."
·
In delivering the address of accept·
ance President Hubert F. Brockman

and Its Board of Trustees, I accept
with gratitude the gift of this ~plendld
Biology Bulldlng.: It is one of the largest college buildings devoted elCclusively to the Science of Biology. Its
equipment Is the last word In Biology
laboratory, lecture and research facil1tles. It Is ready for four years of undergraduate courses In Biology and for
graduate work In this Science. There
are three private research laboratories.
Nothing Is lacking in essential or accessory, which is needed or helpful or
convenient in adequate modern courses ln this Science.
Thls completeness and the scientific
perfection Is eloquent of the princely
generosity of the donor of the building
and hls determined purpose to provide
the most complete facilities possible
for the Important pursuit of the Sci·
ence of Biology. Set down in the
midst of the Llbeml Arts buildings, It
fuses the study o! the Sciences and
Liberal Arts In a balanced and coordinated college curriculum.
I cannot laud sumclently the wisdom
of the donor and his! practical sense
of the place which Biological Science
holds In the modern college and university. The Building will stand a
lasting memorial to this patron of Science and a testimony of hls estetm of
the work of , St. Xavier College. To
the city of Cincinnati and to the coun·
~d:
try at large It wlll endure a living
challenge to similar deeds et reneri>sLadles and Gentlemen:
In the· name of St. xav!er College lty ID the vital c:ause of education.

Play

Sluggish

Ball

Defeat Marks Reopening Of.
Afhlefic Relations With
Gem City School.
The St. Xavier College Musketeers
again tasted of defeat last Saturday
but th ls time, the dose was mm·e bl tter
due to the fact that It was administer
ed by the Dayton University Flyers.
The score was 15-0. Thls loss made
H tivo straight defeats for the Blue
and White, an innovation at St.
Xavier.
At the opening or the game lt seemed ns if the MusketeCrs were too strong
for Dnyton, fol' the team started a
strong offensive drive which was
stopped soon after by the husky Dayton llne. A kicking duel resulted when
neither tcmn could gnln. Schafer's
klcks we1·e poor, due to the lnabllity of
the llne to hold out the opponents.
As a result, the ball was continually in
Xavier's territory and towards the end
of the first quarter, Schafer dropped
behind hls own goal llne to kick out
of clanger but the kick was blocked.
Harman recovered it out of bounds
and Dayton had a safety. The score
at the quarter was 2-0.
The Musketeers Improved slightly in
the second quarter, holding Dayton
several times within the ten yRrd
stripe. On offense, however, the telUll
was helpless. The play In thls quar
ter was unlnterestlng, both teams
punting at every opportunity, with
Xavier losing about 15 yards on each
punt.
In the second half, the Musketeers,
with Paul Beckwith nt the fullback
position, held their own with the Fly
ers. Beckwith's punts saved Xavier
several times and with hlm in the
there to start the. game, It mlght have
been a different story.
All thrnugh the thlrd quarter, play
was about even wlth both team
threatening to score. At the close o
this perlod, however, It was evidcn
that the Musketeers were weakening
under Dayton's terrific onslaught. Ne!
ther team scored In this period.
The final period was a rout for st.
Xavier. An intercepted pass started
the fireworks for Dayton. The Flyers
battered their way from the 20 yard
llne to Xavier's 3 yard stripe, from
where Gowan plunged over for ·th
first touchdown. Marshall kicked goa
and the score was 9-0.
Marshall, who lnte1•cepted the firs
pass, also pared the way In the same
manner for Dayton's second touch
down. He snatched a Xavier pass
around mid-field and galloped for a
touchdown to add Insult to Injury. He
missed the try for extra point and af
ter a few more plays, the game ended
The only man to stand out for Xav
ier in this disappointing fray, was Dave
Harmon, the husky, Irish center. Dave
played a whale of n game and fought
every minute of the battle. He received
no support from hls mates at any time
and as a result, the ball game was lost
The "St{Jrmy Petrels" of Oglethorpe
University are the opposing team this
Saturday. The boys from Georgia
have a strong team and If Xavier doe
not Improve It will just be too bad
Everyone is pulllng fot• the Musketeer
to shake their slump and defeat the
"Petrels". If they do, everythlllg p1·ecedlng will be forgotten. Let's get 'em
Musketeers!
Line-up
a vier
Pos,
Dayton
Egbers ..................L. E............. Armstrong
Wiihelm ..............L. T................... Sherey
Markiewicz ........L. G ......................... Jira
Harman (C.) .......... c ................. Sackwlt
Sprcngard ..........R. G ............... Busclg!lo
Knlery ................ R. T ..................... Zlerolf
G. Smyth ..........R. E ............. Hennessey
Daugherty .............. Q ............... Cabrinka
McDevltt .......1.... L. H......... (C.) Gowan
Foley .................... R. H ......................... Gulz
Schaefer ..................F ................. Marshall
Substitutions-St. Xavier: O'Bryan
for Egbers; Beckwith for Schaefer,
Schmidt for Sprengard, Deddens for
Daugherty, Stotsbery for Knlery,
Glassmeyer for Wilhelm, Rlelag for
Stotesbery, Schaefer for Beckwith.
Substitutions-Dayton: Andras fo
Shuey, Jordan for Cabrlnka, Smyth for
Jira, Hamilton for Zlerolf, Gleason for
Marshall.

LETTER MEN MEET
The Varsity "X" Association wlll
hold Its first night meeting tomorrow
evening at seven ·o'clock at the Ohlo
River Launch Club, Strader Street.
Motion pictures of all the St. Xavier
home football games will be shown under the· direction of Dan Morganthaler.
Joe Meyer Is slated to serve as master
of eerempnles. The committee In
charge of the· arrangements Includes
Leo v. DuBois, President of the Club;
Mark A. Schmidt, Phll J. Kennedy,
Gregor B. Moorman and Wllllam
Knecht. The organization Is composed
of men who have been awarded the
"X". ·tor· competition In sports at the
colle11e.
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.The
X aver i an New a· Football
Season ? ? ? ? ? ;
.
The score of the Dayton game was more of a

heart-breaking.
When the final gun was fired last Saturday it marked the first time this year that the Musketeers failed to
cross an opponent's goal line.
The Flyers clearly deserved to win,
for the home boys stubbornly persisted in not taking advantage of
the breaks to licore at least one touchdown. Never within memory
have ~e seen a St, Xavier team. perform in such a sluggish and
lethargic manner. Except_ for the first five minute\' of the third'
quarter the wearers .of the Green would not have furnished good opposition for any wortl:iy high school team. The old time snap and'
machine-like getaway. was missing entire!ly. Backs were dragged
down from -behind .and the runnlng of interference was truly.
INTERFERENCE-for the good of the opposition. After a play'
was completed or rather INcompleted the men crawled back to their
positions, looking like all the spunk and fight had been taken out
of them by the s~oring of two points by a Dayton · player in the
first quarter.
Wllh one or two notable exceptions the play'of every
Musketer was the subject of adverse comment in the stands. We
were of the opinion that the disaster at Cleveland merely signified
a mo111;entary let up under the strain that had been obviously on the
team since the first game. It seems as though the set back is about
to beco_me chronic, ~~en the coach and athletic board are ready
to admit !hi.-t t?e tr~d1ttonal S!· Xavier spirit is not in evidence on'
the team it l~ high time to get in step. Everyone realizes that wonders and miracles are not expected of the Musketeers. A team
!ha~ goes down scrapping loses with the admiration of all ringing
tn 118 ears, but a team that curls, up and dies in the face of a
~URPRISED opponent can expect nothing but the good old-fashtoned table delicacy-the Raspberry.
•
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Travel
Talk
By Kilian A. Kirschner, '30

William I and Queen Augusta. The
many parks and shopping districts, the
social lire with its· grand cafes and
theaters all Justify the name this great
city enjoys or being one of the world's
greatest cities.
Then lastly we visited Hamburg, a
great north-German city, noted for
Its great shipping trade. The two
chief landmarks of Hamburg are the
gigantic Bismark monument and St.
Michael's church. The city proper
centers round the Town Hall. The
Municipal Park and the Zoo are
among the finest In the world. There
are many scientific nnd educational
lnsiltutlo11s, museums and theaters In
Hamburg. When we finished om· tour
of Hamburg we left for Cuxhaven and
there embarked on the M. S. Milwaukee. It did not take us very long to
feel at home on this ship and soon
we had passed Cherbourg, Boulognc,
and Queenstown and were out again
on the high seas.
Life on board ship was similar to
that going over. Days of fun and
laughter and making new friends and
acquaintances. There were plctm·e
shows, dances, · conce1·ts, feasts and
every kind of enjoyment, but as all

FOR A GREATER ST. XAVIER
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A Great~r and Stronger Alumni Association.

Switzerland

or all the joys afforded us on our
trip, none surpassed the joy of arriving
An All-College Newspaper.
In Switzerland. Nothing In travel can
match an arrival In Switzerland on a
··--------~~----l~-~~.-.ll--9<0M
cloudless day. The scenes In France
and fair vlslonll' In Italy arc memories
that do not lightly fa.de, but they canDuring the past few days several letters, burdened with 'a ·not rival the memory of moments when
the 1 train swept round the vine girdled
brief of the student body, have come to us. From the r~at'ksi slopes
and the whole Rnowy range of
made in 'the not-entirely complimentary communications we gather the Alps lay dreaming on ·the f~r
that the seating of students at the football games does not meet horizon.,_
; with general approval._ The complaints ·were justified on the face
our first stop In Switzerland was
of the facts. Each Saturday, college m:en, coming in immediately Interlaken. In this town we especially
before the first kick-off, find the section reserved for their use over- enjoyed the many curious jewelry and
flowing with any but members of the student body. Those un- lace shops, which were on either side
fortunates who arrived in ·ample time to DEMAND a place in this of the main street. swimming In lakes
section, if they wished to be stubborn like the poachers of the of 62 degrees temperature was a real
choice location, forego the consequent squabbling with the thrill. our journey to Montreux was
broad-minded public and are relegated to an obscure cor- through the picturesque Alps. This
ner of the stadium where an excellent view of the field house or town Is frequently called the "Swiss
suburban shrubbery can be obtained for the mere looking. We Ri vlera.'' It consist of a. group of re·
sorts nestling against the slopes of
appreciate the fact that a respectacle sum ,was paid by each stu• the western Alps and along the shores
dent for his activity pass and, since it is the students who make ·the of the Lake of Geneva. Its situation
college what it is, some little respect should be shown for theirf was Ideal with the blue lake In front,
and the savoy mountains rising froth
rights.
We are well aware, however, that there is another color to the opposite shore. Along the Jake
this horse. Numerous .students, who are employed as ushers or front 1225 feet above sea-level extends
who do not attend the games at all, see to it that their passeSI the long line of vlllas, hotels, man·
are made use of by others, not of the college, who are more than' slons and excellQnt shops.
From this point we went to Geneva
willing to accept the pass at a very moderate price.
So that if one
surveying the section in question, should chance to see mothers by steamer: As the day was especially
with their children (presumably not cheering for friend husband on warm we enjoyed the trip Immensely.
the squad!), concentrated groups of individuals who ought to have Having lunch on the boat and general
graduated when Lincoln was assassinated and innum.erable chic conversations together with Interesting
views exchanged comprised our day on
things in fall apparel rooting for the most handsome ball carrier this most beautiful lake. We arrived
or flirting with the accommodating usher, he should ·be sensible at Geneva at 6 :30 that evening and
enough to realize that the shoe can lit more than one foot at the had two days of touring there. we
same time.
There is no humanly possible way of separating cou· visited the Red Cross·· Building, home
pies who come to the. game, she with a reserved seat ticket, he, of Rousseau, the Reformation Monuwith a student's pass. In the first place they did not come to the ment In the great city park, St. Peter's
game to be parted for the convenience of a mere stadium full ofl .cathedral, the Historical and Art Mufootball enthusiasts. Secondly, she SHOULD not enter the stu- seum, Palace of the LeagUe of Nadent's section on a reserved seat pass because this is partly to blame tions, the International Labor Oft\ce,
for the pr~sent condition. And lastly, he cannot enter the reserved and other Interesting places.
seat section with her and take a place that, in all probability, has
Germany
been sold to someone else.
The Athletic Association can do nothFrom Switzerland -we crossed over
ing more than appeal to the students to solve the problem them.:. Into Germany and received our first
selves.
If the sensible majority wish to utilize the section given views of the. notorious "Schwartzwald."
over to them and give' inspiration to the team by cheering in a unit, It Is true that California. trees are
.Jet that majority see to it that activity passes are ·used by none larger, Swiss mountains higher. and
but students. The ushers will do their part in keeping out those that the bears and wolves are gone,
who do not belong there. Co-operation in this matter 'will soon but stlll the Black Forest remains a
virgin region with Its clear waters fall·
alleviate the present distasteful situation.
In connection with this discussion it would be well to remark Ing Into the Rhine, the river which
th!lt the public in general frequently shows signs of reverting to type englrdles Its fountains. In the border
.and in a herd rushes, over to the reserved seats that are not taken of the wood stands an Alemanlc farm·
house, broad and prosperous, just as It
after- the first play of the game is run, Such conduct smack~ of
had stood for many years. In Its towns
Bleacher Behavior when a shower suddenly falls at a ball game4 the tower of the medieval city-gate
When reserved seats are purch!lsed for a: performance in any theatre, stands next to the aristocratic entrance.
those in the audience not satisfied with their seats are not permitted The Gothic cathedral looms over the
to appropriate a more desirable location. Numerous spectators at business block, while ruined castles
Corcoran Field have tried the move with success and some have crown the vineyards.
been subjected to no little embarrassment when the seats were de·
As we traveled on to Heidelberg, we
saw the ··Black Forest as a dark, com..
manded by persons holding stubs for them.
pact
mountain wall, silhouetted softly
There is a diagram of the stadium on the revers~ of each
admittance card and, . if the tickets purchased do not satisfy, an against the blue skies. Two days of
attempt, at least, should be made to exchange them. This is an sight seeing were enjoyed In Heidel·
appeal to any vestige of fair play left in the future spectators at berg. Among many places visited were
the famous Heidelberg University and
.games: We are genu'.nely sorry that alLseats are not on the fifty• fraternity houses, the 'great ruins of
yard hne, or better still that the stadium is not constructed like a' the old Heidelberg· Castle and its bus!merry-go-round so that each of us would be given a chance to view ness section of beautiful shops. Mainz,
the plays being run at the end of the field fartherest. from where Frankfort and Koenlgswlnter were the
~e are sitting at the time. M•yhap an enterprising individual will towns on the Rhine that we visited.
introduce the boon at some future date. Until then, PLEASE go Severn! river excursions were made and
to your CORRECT seats, STA Y there and do your part to mak~ life along the 1 Rhine was Indeed one
uf ease and luxury. Our next large
the afternoon agreeable.
city to tour was Cologne, where we
Yiewed with great admiration the grand
~--1--1~~·--·---11-11-.i.-.1·---1--11-~.--I.
cathedral with Its open spires soaring
to a height of 515 feet; It Is the most
magnificent Gothic structure In the
world.
We traveled from Cologne to Berlin
In .German sleepers, and September
the fourth, at five In the morning we
were In Berlin.
Space permits but
mere mention· of the chief places of
Interest. The finest and busiest street,
Unter den Linden, Is the center of at·
traction for travelers. On It are the
University, the largest In Germany, the
Royal Library, the Opera House, the
princely palaces, Rauch's celebrated
monument to Frederick the Great, the
Royal Academy of Art and Science,
A COMPLETE UNE
the Arsenal, now a. Military Museum
ENGRAVING FREE
and Hall llf Fame; archltectura.lly one
of the best buildings In Berlin. It
contains the most brllllant and com•:
plete collectlon of armor and weapons
In the world. We also v!Slted several
palatial modern hotels, cares and bus!·
ness houses. Other famous pla,ces are.
the Old and New Museums, National
Gallery and the Mausoleum where
Queen Louise ··and.1ler husband Fred·
erlck Wiiiiam III repose, and .which
also contal~ the tombs · ot · Emperor
Better Inter-departmental Co-operation.
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great vacations must come to an .end,

we again saw the Stat.ue of Liberty,
and. our good old U. s. A. was surely
a grand and glorious sight to us all.
Travel Is undoubtedly a most Important part of a. liberal education and
this single well-chosen journey In foreign lands was more Instructive than
Innumerable books, however well written. We toured through countries,
differing In language, customs and conditions and not only experienced unusual pleasures and sensations but as
we traveled we acquired a broadened
view of life and a kno,\•Jedge'of hlsto1·y
and art, never to be taken from us.
<The End.)
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_,..Campus. Actives
Wear Warm

and

Dessert
By Jim. Shea
The stands are packed-filled with
feverish humanity. The teams are on
the field-playing madly, making tra·
dltlons. There Is a lull' and time-out
Is called. Every one wonders for what?
Then the reason becomes apparent. It
seems as though a little dog-It always
Is a. little dog-has trotted out Into
the arena. and Is now gravely Inspect·
Ing these queer looking people dressed
so fu1;my, and running around after a
sllly little affair of yellow leather.
There Is enough material for three
columns of a human Interest story, or
would It be animal Interest?- Never
have I seen a Journalist forego the
opportunity to tell · how the small
specimen of canlnlty broke the t.en- 1
slon-changed feverish pleadings to re·
lleved !aught.er - looked bewildered
himself, and made the umpire look
foolish trying to oust him.

Suede· Blouses

for Campus and Sports

Such a dog ran onto the field Sat·
urday and did everything that the
Journalists would have him do. But
Just to show you that I think for my·
self no elaboration of his antics shall
ensue.

Suede leather blo- are doing double duty
on and off the leading campuses of the country.
Are made of. good quality suede leather with
knitted collar, cuff1 and elastic. bottom.
Sateen lined. • . Two roomy breast pockets.
Choice of tan or gray.

Strolllng about the campus: The Biology Building-It lends balance to the
arrangement of the other buildings on
the driveway-I wonder If anybody
wlll ever give· that driveway a nameThe n'lat.e to Science Hall wlll even
things up, too-When the stairs and
terraces are completed In front of
Hinkle Hall, we'll not know the old
joint-Also the stairs wlll be quite an
advantage to these ambltlOus guys who
race over to lunch, and

who

12·75
"

\
MABLEY'S STREET FLOOR

have

classes In the Library or the Biology
Buildings-Down Dana Ave. to the
Boulevard-And a detour around a
chronic mud-puddle-I wonder whoever started that dirt path at the
curve. He wasted time, because it's
only a step and a half shorter than
the sidewalk route-The Dana. Avenue

A GOOD STORE

entrance
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ber when toIt Corcoran
used to beFleld-Remembetween Elet i-----------------·--·
--·---------Hall and the Red Bulldlng?-And
THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO.
Union Hall, nee Red Bulldlng-3 years
ngo It was the container for the cafeBETTER
te1·la, 1 dismounted pool-table, a dusty
ENGRAVERS
PRINTING
scanty library site, 2 run down bowling alleys whereon we used to use pins
514 Main
N. E. cor. Couri & Sycamore SU.
for balls and vice versa-Now look at
It-The News office used to be on the
first floor. Now Its on the third. Who
said the News wasn't a rising publica- •!•1-1-11_,,_1_1_1_·-·--11-••(•
tion? And who threw than anvil?
F. PUSTET CO., Inc.
Keeping The Home Fires Burning

Schultz-Goaiger

Street

I-

As for the unusual pep-arousing
stunts, who could deny ·the efficiency
of the Wittenberg seething kettle? A
large caldron of bolling water, symbolic of the University's spirit, Is kept at
fever heat-by relays of frat pledgesfrom Wednesday tlll Friday night before the Wittenberg-Ohio State game.
The stunt culminates In a ceremony
at a last minute pep meeting.
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By Louis Ge01•ge Boeh

'

The "Tragic Era," by . Claude G.
Bowers, Is a book worth more than
the usual cursory pel'Usal given to. vol·
umes of history. As the title Indicates
It .deals with ·that period In American
history following the death or Lincoln.
One of the most appealing figures In
the work Is Andrew Johnson. Like
many other great men Johnson was
much misunderstood and maligned.

l

Mr. Bowers tells us the plain unvar·
nlshed truth about Johnson and In so
doing works considerable havoc with
our Ideas about some' of the public
Idols. Though he Is by no means an

\I

iconoclMt,

Bowers makes

us realize

that the truth about Johnson was
never told for the simple reason that
to do so would make "so many statues
In the public squares rmd parks seem
a bit grotesque.''
"Dr. Johnson and company," by
Robert Lynd, Is another highly Inter·
estlng and stimulating book. To those
students who have read Lord Macaulay's estimate of the cccentl'lc doctor
It should be ·quite a. literary treat. The
difference In point of view between
the two men Is quite· evident on many
questions. Macaulay depreciates the
lnlluence that women had In the life
of this literary Caliban. Lynd, on the
other hand emphasizes It, anci even
gives utterance to the wish that there
had been a female Boswell to give
'posterity the true story about this
great melancholy genius.
Closely allled to the above work are
the two blogr~phles by R. L. Megroz.
The first of these deals with Francis
Thompson. It Is replet.e with extracts
from the works of the great poet. Not
the least lnt.erestlng feature are
'fhompson;;; various remarks on :Mrs.·
Meynel,' the guiding star In his night
of almost endless misfortunes. one
cannot read this book without desiring
to read also the biography on Rossetti
by the same author. The two books,
like the men of whom they treat seem
to have a great deal In common, The
Rossetti book Is more exhatistlve and·
better lllustrat.ed. Its scheme of treat·
ment Is however slightly different
from the Thompson biography.· Not
so much time Is devot.ed to back·
ground, but the critical tiit.erpretatlon
of Rossetti's works Is more complet.e
occupying the second half of the book:
If you read the one biography you
wlll certainly want. to· ~ead the oth~r.
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"Eyes"

for
blind flying!
'I'hree new G-E contributions·
to the · conquest of the air
.

I

T INDBERGH, flying

blind much of the way,
hit Ireland "on the nose" as he winged
toward Paris, Now, as an aid to air navigation
comes the magneto compass, a product of Gen·
eral Elec:tric research, which gives pilots· a nav·
'igating inst~ument of extraordinary acsuracy.
Meanwhile, two other Gene~~) Electric contri·

.l.J

butions to aviation ha~e been developed-the
electric gasoline gauge and the radio echo alti·
meter. The ordinary altimeter shows only
height above sea level. The radio echo altimeter
warns die pilot of his actual distance above
ground or water by flashing green, yellow, and
red lights on the instrument board.

Every year h1mJreds of college-trained men and women enter the employment of
Gmeral Electric. Research, similar to thati which developed''eyes" far blind flying, is one of the many fields ~f endeavor in which they play an important part.
.
I
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AS PURCELL WINS, DUE
TO LONG RUNS .
Horan Proves ·outstanding Star
of Contest-X Aerial Attack Strong.
• '-

\
By Bob Koeh
The blue and white eleven · representing St ... Xavier High went down to
defeat for the first time this season
when the hard-fighting Purcell High
team came out on the long end of a
13-6 score. Xavier possessed a strong
defense and a powerful attack but
Jacked that extra scoring punch which
was so needed In this contest.
Both teams were as evenly matched
as anyone would like to see them. But
the Walnut Hills lads seemed to function together just a trlfie better than
the losers. Only the highest brand of
football was displayed by both teams
during the entire game, and all participants were well educated In the
fundamentals of the great gridiron
game.
Purcell Takes Lead I
The winners had Just too much Dan-

pass from Pennington. And finally the
same play as before, Schnelder to
Dixon placed the ball over the goal.
Dixon made a nice catch of this pass
grabbing It with several ·Purcell boys
around him.
X Line Holds
The Xavier line, which we know was
up against a tough opposition, was at
certain tlnies absolutely Impregnable.
An Incident In the seQOnd quarter will
prove this fact: Xavier, after being
steadily driven back by the fine puntIng of Ewers, found the ball on their
7-yard line In Purcell's possession after
a 25-yard run by Horan on returning
a punt. On the next ,play Kelly's big
threat, Horan, ran the ball to the 2yard marker. But how that fighting
X line held!
A play at the line found Kovacs
Kennedy and Huck doing their duty.
On the nel(J; attempt to •core they were
.halted by Barrett and Selvers, and on
the nexi Schoemaker and Flanagan
fairly smeared a lateral _pass play.
Second Half

But did the fighting Savagemen
quit? Were they beaten from here
on? We wish to say they were not.·
They ·came back early In the second
quarter to tie the score. At the closIng of the first stanza Scl>nelder made
a beautiful kick to Purcell's 3-yard
line. Purcell returned the punt to tha
32 as the quarter ended.
Here Xavier opened up their passing
attack which proved to be exceptionally
strong. A pass Schnelder · to Dixon
went to the 24-yard line for eight
yards. Then Selvers received.. a .15~yard

I

Smith-Kasson Company-Wuest Yarn Store, Inc,

But Coach Joe Kelly's appetite was
not yet satisfied and he' placed his
order with Horan for another portion
of points. Asking for a half dozen or
so, Dan was quick to deliver !or scarcely three minutes had been played of
the second half before this small quarterback was seen scampering down the
field from his 45-yard line with Schoemaker, Xavier's right end after him.
When Horan reached within twelve
yards of goal Schoemaker Jet go with
a fiylng tackle bringing. Hornn down
to good old mother earth where he
should have been fifty yards back. A
1 plunge by Herschede set the ball on
the 2-yard line from where Hamn
took It over on a quarterback sneak.\..
X Gets Big Chance
The blue Jerseyed representatives obtained no possible chance of scoring
unt.11 the last six minutes of play. X
by the kicking of Schnelder had forced
the play Into the enemies territory,
and acquired the ball on Purcell's 48yard .line. Three plays at the line, two
taken by Pennington netted first down.
Purcell held on the next two plays.
Then came a long pass. Schnelder
received the ball from center and stepped back to take aim before throwing.
But being rushed .he was forced to get
rid of the pigskin. A pass of 23 ym·ds
lifted Itself high Into the ozone, as
Solvers placed himself at the other
end. The ball came Into Selvers arm
as four Purcell men hit him slmultaneou_sly.
Bressler was placed in the game at
this pclnt for Ellert who had played
a wondet·ful game all the way through.
This young junior carried the ball on
the first play from the 15 to the .4-yard
line. Four yards with four downs to
make It In. But It wa•n't to :be done.
Three thrusts at the line proved absolutely fruitless and on the fourth' down
Bressler was thrown for a loss as Pennington, right end, broke through.
, Coach Savage's charges looked as
good In defeat as Kelly's boys did In
victory. ' The losers made more first
downs than their opponents, obtaining
eight to their seven. But the whole
st01·y Hes In those two Jong runs which
were only first downs but my-what
fi1·st downs I
·
_
No matter what game "ne witnesses
.this season or Inter he will never see
two better high school lines opposing
one anothet'. Both forward walls
rnnked way above ordinary high school'
material. McGulness, Dryer and Pieing bore the brunt of the Purcell line
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First Defeat Suffered By. Xavier High
ny Horan for Xavier. This star quarterback of Ja,e Kelley's, got going before five minutes had been played. X
received the kick and after e. first
down Schnelder ran the ball 18 yards
to Purcell's 20. Here they were held.
Purcell Immediately made a first down
but were forced to kick after two plays
gained nothing.
.'
X returned the kick at once which
went out of bounds at the 30-yard
line. Then came the sensational play.
Haran from punt-formation position
ran through right. tackle and out Into
the great open spO:ces. And It sure was
open. Due to perfect Interference all
the secondary defense of X was found
lying on the ground while Horan galJoped for 65 yards and a touchdown.
The kick was missed.
x Comes Back

PACE THREE

work while Kennedy, Flanagan, Schoemaker and Barrett marle many tackles
for the Xavier cause.
The backfield Is hard to compare.
Horan was really the only man on the
winners who was able tO gain considerable ground although his three mates
must be congratulated for their wonderful Interference. Whereas Pennington, Ellert and SChnelder all share
equal honors for Xavier /while Don
Dixon run punts back In the best style
he has shown this year.
<Following data by courtesy of Jack
Mulvihill>.
First Downs:
Xavier .......................................... 8
Purcell .......................................... 7
Yards fr_om~rtm.mare:
Xavier ............................ 158 yards
Purcell ............................ 184 yards
Penalties:
Xavier .............................. 10 yards
·
Purcell ............... ;............ 25 yards
Pas11es:
Xavier .... tried 12; completed 6
Purcell .... tried 5; completed 1
Xavier
PosHlon
Pur<ell
Belvers .............. L. E. .............. Piening
Barrett ............ L. T. ................ Ooslnk
Kovacs .............. L. o. ................ Zurich
Kennedy ............ C. .............~.. Coleman
Huck· .................. R. G. ............ Tabeling
Flanagan .......... R. T. (C.l McGulness
Schoemaker .... R. E ..................... Dryer
Dixon ................ Q. B. ................ Horan
Ellert ................ H. B. .................... Hetz
Schnelqer ......... H. B ................... Ewers
Pennington (CJ F. B. .......... Herschede
Substitutions-Xavier: Maxwell for
Huck; Ger.we for Schoemaker; Schmidt
for Gerwe; Bressler for Ellert. Pw·cell:
Adams for Hetz. Touchdowns-Horan,
. two !or Purcell; Dixon, one for Xavier.

GYM FLOOR

HOLD CARD PARTY
EVERYONE INVITED
By John Brink
On Wednesday · November 20, the
Parent Teachers Association of St.
Xavier High School will hold the First
card party of the .term. The main
purpose of the Card Party Is to get the
p'arents together and to give them a
chance to become better acquainted.
It will be held In the Students Library
on the 2nd Floor. This Is an excellent
place for such an affair and a pleasant
afternoon· 1s assured all who come. The
library has been thoroughly renovated
during the past year and Is sure to
provide a delightful surrounalng for
the players. Play will begin at 2 :30
P: M. and Admission Is one dollar.
Tables may be reserved by applying to
any of the committee listed below.
Mrs. T. F. McHugh, 1020 Lenox Pl.,
Avon 5980-L.
Mrs. H. B. Koester, 27~3 Clifton Ave.,
Avon 3392.
·
Mrs. A. J, Bruenemau, 120 Calhoun
St., Avon 5277.
Mrs. J. P. Grogan, 3015 Fairfield Ave.
Wdbrn. 2388.
Mrs. F. o. Menke, Sutton & Glade,
Beechmont 7693.
Mrs. Q. A. Overbeck, 723 Considine
Ave., Warsaw 1967.
Mrs. H. J. Bueter, 320 Walnut St.,
Bellevue, Ky., South 4063-J.
Mrs. T. R. Ertel, 1801 Scott St., Covington, Ky., Cov. 372.
Mrs. S. W. Tillman, 6 ·Summer Hill
Ave., Newport, Ky., South 199-L.

FRES~MEN

MIDGETS DEFEAT OVERLAND
The St. Xavier High Midgets displayed for · the first time this year a
strong scoring att11ck Saturday when
they easily turned back the Overland
eleven 21 to O. In the first quarter
of! tackle slants by Dressman and
Montgomery carried the ball to the
4-yard line where Broeneman took It
over for the Midgets first score. The
Midgets had possession of the ball during the greater part of this half but
were unable to score until late In the

'-

period. Then Dressman tore around·.
end for thirty yards and on the next
play a stab at left tackle gained ten.
Dressman then took It over as the h11tr
ended. Mr. Wiatrak, head mentor of
the Midgets then stuck In his shock
troops and they upheld the · winners
cause with a great brand of football.
They succeeded in scoring a touchback
and a safety during the period they
were inserted. Dressman, Montgomery,
Broeneman and Daly, the Midget backeld showed great strength on the offense while the line played a wonderful defensive game.

SAUL STRAUS
10

who writes "Collegians' Corner" every day in

The Cincinnati Enquirer

tella

"A FEW FOOTBALL YARNS"
in

the Oglethorpe Universit>:: edition of_ the

HAVE ALGEBRA CONTEST
MANY HONORS MERITED
By John Brink
On Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1929 an
Algebra test was held In all the First
year classes. The main object of this
test was to prepare for the !)?st Quartet• Exams. This Is a sort of parrallel
event to the previously held Latin Contest. The former. being to try the
Freshmen's prowess In mathematics
just as the latter was to try It In
Language. Algebra Is generally considered more difficult to master than
Latin, yet the general standing of the
First Year classes In Algebra, has proven almost on a par with their standing
In Latin. When the 1·esults of t11e
first quarter Exams come In the1·e will
be quite a number In the honor roll
If this test can be taken as a criterion.
14 Perfect Scores :
Fourteen· out of the entire Freshman
class scored 100 per cent. This Is an
extraordinary record for an Algebra
test when the slightest slip will ruin
a perfect score.

Undergoing Repairs
By John Brink
Now that the Football season Is In
Its last Stages there are some enthusiasts who cannot wait till they hear
the rapid thud of rubber shoes on the
hardwood. With a view to keeping
the hardwood solid the gym floor, that
veteran witness of many hard fought
battles, Is being put Into first class
condition for the coming season. Now
that the weather has become too Inclement for noon league baseball In
the yard those exciting midday basketball games will soon be taken up,
and the sooner the better. While the
actual playing In these gajiles may not
be the best yet there Is perhaps more
Intense Interest than In some of the
most perfect games ever played. When
It is remembered that practically one
fifth of the entire student body take
part In these games the reason for this
high pitched Interest Is evident.

·~~~~~~~~~~~~_,.,,.-·.~

ST. XAVIER COLLEGE
ATHLETIC REVIEW
and

Edward

P.

VonderHaar

of

The

Xaverian

·News investigates the reaaona for the suc·

ceaa of Musketeer (athletic teams

in recent years.

EXAMS OVER

Pennington sure possesses the art of
backing up a line. In the last 2 or
First Quarter Grllllngs Now Take Their three games he has been playing a'
great game as a defensive full back to
Place In History
The First Quarter Exams are now a say nothing of his play on the offense.
thing of the past. Each student Is An able captain for a real team.
either resting easily with the assurance that he got through without serl:ine Forms To The Right
ious mishap, or he Is holding his breath
till he sees the grade on his report
Sophomores at the University of Orca1·d. The actual results are not yet egon who would revel In. paddling the
tabulated, but as soon as they are meeker frosh must first show the
available they will be published In this prospective victim a license from the
paper.
Dean's office.

\,
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OF COURSE IT'S N 0
FAIR. PLAYING THE
PROCTOR AND SPYING
, ,
OUT SUCH A DELICATE
, ~ SITUATION AS TH IS.
, , '-..
BUT THEN, WE'RE
o NO PROCTOR.
AND WE CAN
RESIST ANYTHING
BUT TEMP'T:ATION.

THIE

'WHY· RISK SORE THROATS ?

SMOKE

No
one
had ever heard
of a "Coug,hless"
cig,arette
.
.
I
.
until OLD. GOL,D came ••• Barely three years ago this
.smoother and better cig,arette was introduced to the'
'
'
'
nation. Its clean, ripe and better tobaccos gave smokers new throat'.'ease. No rasping,., No coug,hing,. And.
it won a national following.· It mpde millions of friends
••• Why not sampl~ its honey·l~ke smoothness and its
wonderful flavor? Change to OLD GOLDS. ,Play safe
T
'
with your throat.

All ol which goes to prove (if
we may be excused for aayin1 so)
that the p&Ull!! that refreshes ia the
sanest temptation which million•
ever succumbed to. And to'these
tame mllliona the pause that ref~hes h.Bs come to mean an icecold Coca-Cola, lt1 tinglin1,
delicious taste and cool afteNenM
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of 'relreahmenc have proved thac
a little minwe Is lon1 enough for

I

a big rest any time.
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T.HE XAVE.ltlAN' N.EWS
Sonia Modern Definitfons

TOPICS OF INTEREST SEEN
· T.HE' EYES Of ST•
·THROUGH
. XAVIER COLLEGE STUDENTS
\.._ _..;,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _,_._______
so that whenever they come t,o spell a
word, they will agree as to what the
outline or Its sound Is. But men will
By J. Rensing
not do this because there are so many
·In the i!lstory of almost all lltera· ways of writing the same vocal word;
tures, an endeavor 'has been mode at therefore, the spelllng would ·not be
, some, time to Introduce phonetic writ· alike. The second reason ,Is that pro·
Ing, .that Is, the welding of writing nounciation can be varied even In
and speech into harmony and consent. dictionaries; therefore, there in no
This' effort hos certain' plauslbilltles to guide which con be questioned.
rest on; It has Its appeal to the un··
The losses which accrue from a
questionable fact that the- written word phonetic system are numerous. There
was Intended to picture to the eye ore in every language a vast number
what the spoken word sounded In the or words which the enr does not disear. BuL It would be Impossible to tin.gulsh from one another, but which
introduce it; and It would be most are at 011ce distinguishable to the eye
undesirable for two reasons; the first by spelling, (such os sun, son; 1ratn,
being that the losses consequent. upon rel{ln.)
Under the phonetic system,
its introduction would, far outweigh nll of these words would be spelled
the gains; the second, 1 the promised alike. Then, If phonetic spelling were
gains would be only' partially realized, Introduced, all that which visibly conor not at all.
nects a word with the past would be
The first thing which would have lost, tlius depriving us of the word's
'to be done when introducing phonetic history and origin.
When oil the arguments, (pro and
spelling would be the reconstruction
of the alphabet, This would nec.essl- · con) ai·e summed.up on the subject of
tate the addition of 5ome letters a11d the Introduction of a phonetic system
the rejection or a few of the old let- of spelling, we find that the phonetic
ters. Yet, It ls a known fact that a system would give no decided advanpeople would no more quit their al- tages over our present method of spell·
phabet than they would their language. Ing; It would only confuse the majority
The advantages of a phonetic sys- of the populace, and would result In
tem of spelling lie in the contested certain irreparable losses of the etymfact that it would facilitate the learn- ology and history of words.
!ng to read, and wholly save the labor
of learning to spell. This anticipation
Stotsberry Finally Outshone
of gain rests on two assumptions which
can be tacitly ·taken for granted, but
The combined weight of two guards
both nre erroneous.
on Temple University football team Is
The first of these assumptions Is, 606 pounds, One weighs 310, the oththat all men pronounce all '!ords alike, er, 296.

Phonetic Spelling

NOTE$

OF

THE GAME

Echo-The only thing that can
The attendance at the game was es·
cheat a woman out of the last word. tlmated to be 11,000. Many of the pub·
Cafe-A place where the public pays lie have become admirers of Dayton
the. Flyers had been making an~~~gp~~~r~~:e:~r the privilege of tip· since
Appendicitis-A modern pain that nual visits to the University of Clncln·
natl stadium. A crowd of more than'
costs 'about $200 more than the old· 2000 rooters followed Dayton to Olney
and actually outdid the St. Xavier
fashioned stomach ache.
Dust-Mud with the Juice squeezed noise makers.
out.
The ushers deserve credit for ' the
Hay-fever-Heart trouble caused by
efficient way In which they have been
falling In love with a grass widow.
attending
to their, duties. Several of
Jury-Twelve men chosen to decide
them will atteat to the fact that It Is
who hos the better lawyer.
1
no
ch1ld's
play to try to placate some
-Maroon & Gold.
of the spectators who threaten to start
a revolution over a lost progmm or a
damp seat.

I

A ·Soph's
Fables

,

By

ADRIAN A. DAUGHERTY
"Which road do we take now?" asked
the fastidious thief, who got Into heav~
en by mistake, on coming to a fork In
the golden paving.
I was over In the vicinity of Peeble's

Corner not so very long ago, and what
strange thing did I see there but In a
small clearing on a prominent Intersection a mighty telescope with the
cordial lnvlt11tlon to look at Mars for
the mere pittance of one dime. At han<t
stood the astronome1• to accept all donations and to give advice relative to
matters astral and otherwise heavenly.
You will wonder tljat I have not an
Interview from the gentleman, but that
Is explained by the fact that I could
not get near enough to get even a look
for myself, so many St. X freshmen
were there crowding about. And they
call themselves urbane, , while several
more wags make sophisticated crevices
about the bucolic cosmopolltes who are
said to buy glided masonry. Paper,
boy! Stock's gone down to the cornfield I
A pmpos of the fact-that one Robert
Beirne has been seen upon these premises within recent date, and of the fact
that our little friend Pete has unjustly
been named the hero or a ditty, may
I ask:
"Did you ever hear Bob blow 'bum
bum,'
On his big trombone?
No, the great big bum
Never blows bum

CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
1103·4·5 Traction Bldg.
Audits
Tax Senlce

ATJD.ETIC GOODS CO.

705 Main Street

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES,
TAILORED OVER YOUTHF'UL CHARTS SOLELY FOR
DISTINQUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES

~
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This is a picture of the most popular Musketeer football player in

1929, or rather it. would be if we knew who he is.

St. Xavier and Dayton men attended
a dinner and dance program at the
Hotel Sinton Sunday evening. Speakers . at the dinner Included Rev. Hu·
bert F. ·Brockman, s. J., president of
St. Xavle1', and Rev. Bernard O'Reilly,
S. M., president of Dayton. The St.
Xavier committee which was In charge
of arrangements was composed of
George B. Maggini, Jr.1 chairman,
Thomas A. Gallagher, Edward B. Sullivan, and Morgan w. Williams. Karl
Gerlach headed the group of Dayton
men who were associated with the St.
Xavier group on arrangements.

the slightest idea.

The Homecoming and Dedication day edition of The Xaverian
Newa which will be on sale in the stadium during the St. Xavier
College-Denison

It has been noised about that one or
two counterfeit thousand dollar bills
have got 'Into · circulation hereabouts
within recent date. All who are for·
tunate enough to buy Football Programs from the original curb market
dispensary are counseled to examine
their change closely when they buy
again. •

• •
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CINCINNATI ATHLETIC
GOODS CO., Inc.
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FINE TURKISH .ncl DOMESTIC tobtceo1. not only BLENDED but CROSS.BLENDED
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cigarettes, choose the one thing that countsgootl taste-and give full measure I
'
From start to finish, that's the Chesterfield
story. Go~d tobaccos, skilfully blended and
cross-blended, the standard Chesterfield method ,
-appetizing ftavor, rich fragrance, wholesome
1atisfying character:
·

; The character. of the suits and
overcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere' liking;

_ _ _ _ _!/>

J. G. STEINKAMP .. BRO.

DISTANC~/

1n a cigarette

([ha~tn lt®Zt

!J2pp•itc _,,..._1,

the

Winner to be announced at the Haskell Game on Thanksgiving Day.

1n a kick its·

BY SPECIAi- APPOINTMENT.
OUR STORE IS THE '

ANDllEAllll.D~

will 'contain

Come to the game and assist your favorite to

"Do ONE THING, and do it well." In making

•·10-u 1.n r..."" s~ ·

game,

gate after the game.

I

•

Suits 1 401 1 45 1 1 50 Overcoats

University

this contest, and also a voting blank to be turned in at the

•

•••

But we haven't

At any rate we're going

help him win a very valuable prize.

The game marked the reopening of
relations in football between the two
schools after a six year lapse. It was
also the first time that Dayton University has defeated the Musketeers,
since, when the boys from Dayton last
triumphed they were known as St.
Mary's College.

1\lusic Hath Charms"
The bands of the two schools paradWhoever first wrote that obviously ed between the halves, and put on an
did not live In vain. He accomplished exhibition that could equal the disthat which In the vernacular of the plays of any big college.
McAdamlzed Is respectfully referred to
as "saying something."
The truth of this great and Immortal maxim Is every day and night
thrust upon us of the dorm by the
galaxy of stars who rend the air and
fracture the silence of that place by
their million dofor band of a thousand
maladies. Or Sbnp Phony Orchestre.
Our good friend O'Dowd is the commander in sheik or the organization,
and a good one at that. "Tubby" Clasgens ts known as the "crooning twoby-four," and Is well dese1·vlng of the
sobriquet. He plays the BanJo-uke as
well, or about better, and can be depended on to double on the telephone
In case of necessity. He Is aided in
his noble work by two understudies,
Stratman and Allyn, whose suavity
does not conceal their verdure.
Wagner, whose father was a renoWned German composer of the past cen·
tury, gets more out or a sax than Houdini ever extracted f1·om the best derby
made, so wickedly does he osclllate and
tltlllate the keys of that tool. Ed Welch
at present is leading the field as the
principle private tooter of the organ!·
zatlon, he being a doer of deeds, pawn
the trumpet.
Others too much to mention con·
nive with those named and are quiet
as obstreperous, the whole contriving
to give such an arra,r of notes that my
flock of ninety-nines In the recent exams surely looks Indisposed by con·
trast.

Possibly you have.

. to give you an opportunity to cast a vot~ for your favorite and to

"A Few Football Yarns" will be told
in the Oglethorpe University edition of
the St. Xavier College Athletic Review
by Saul S. Straus, sports department
of the Cincinnati Enquirer, E. Wirt
Russell, Managing Editor of the' publication announced Wednesday,
Edward P. Vonderhaar of The Xaverian News in a. special article entitled "Coach Joe Meyer" Investigates
the reason for the success of Musketeer athletic teams In recent years.

11

J. D. CLOUD & CO.

SHALL

The Dayton Red-Devil band showed
up to great advantage during the half.
It contains about fifty pieces and has
a selection of some snappy songs. Not
to be outdone in the strnttlng game,
the Musketeer squawlters pranced up
and down the greCns\Vard for some
time and in this Instance, at least, St.
Xavier secured a draw.

Governor Myers Y. Cooper arrived
soon after the game started with three
members of his staff, and was accom·
panted by Reverend Hubert Brockman,
"Did you ever hear Bob blow 'bum his host for the afternoon. The Gov·
enror, wl10 came fl'om Columbus soleOn his lilg trombone.
ly for the game, received a big hand
bum,1
from the spectators, especially after
On his big trombone?
his speech between the halves, The
Nol
non partisanship of the Governor was
Well you missed a hum
displayed In his brief talk which he
That's dumber than dumb
brought to an end with, "May the best
From his big trombone.
team win."
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